Social & political drivers in Vocational Rehabilitation

“Drivers include statistics… Although there has been no worsening of health … since the 1980’s, labour market participation and sickness remains an issue.”
DWP (2004)

Vocational Rehabilitation

“Whereby those disadvantaged by illness or disability can be enabled to access, maintain, or return to employment, or other useful occupation. It involves helping people find work, helping those who are in work but having difficulty and those wishing to progress their working career in spite of illness or disability.”
BSRM (2004)
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16th Century

- Licence to beg.
- Parish Workhouses.
- House of Correction.

America’s Civil War

Sanitary Commission - 1862

“...the disabled and invalid soldiers... In London, by some recent law, one-legged or one-armed men have some special privileges, as ticket-takers, parcel-bearers, messengers...I am confident that if we begin right, we can induce a most extensive and most wholesome re-absorption of the invalids of the war into the civil life of the nation... But the subject will need careful guidance.”
20th Century
- Sheltered workshops, substitute work.
- Social Security more complex, ways to help people RTW again.
- Labour market changes.
- Rising population of aging workforce

More Recently...
- 1997 change in Government
- Changes in legal system
- Social policy changes
- Health policy changes

Even More Recently...
- 2010 change in Government
- Changes in legal system
- Social policy changes
- Health policy changes

Policy 2011

Long Term Conditions
- Scottish Government. 10 Approaches ...better outcomes...Long Term Conditions: Improving Care Pathways. April 2010.
  - Part 6 rehabilitation and VR

General Standards
- Vocational Rehabilitation Association Standards
- UK Rehabilitation Council Standards
- ICF Core sets VR
- Research programme recommendations